
The public think Parliament is out to
delay or stop Brexit

A recent  Comres poll shows just 3% of the public think Parliament is doing a
good job on Brexit, with 78% judging it to be doing a bad job.

The public wants to get on with Brexit, and dislike the way Parliament is
trying to slow it down or stop it altogether. When asked about delay,  41%
want to leave with no delay, and 33% want to leave with just a short delay. 
Staying in as a permanent option has only 35% support, showing a good number
of Remain voters now want to get on with it and accept the result of the
referendum.

The public are very critical of both Mrs May and Mr Corbyn, and think the
negotiations have gone badly. They blame both the government for poor
handling, and Parliament for helping undermine the UK bargaining position by
seeking to rule out no deal and demanding the UK makes concessions.  6% think
the Agreement is a good outcome for the UK with 40% thinking it is a good
outcome for the EU.

Opinion is shifting amongst young voters, where more are coming round to the
idea of leaving. Amongst 18-24 year olds 36% now wish to leave with 43%
wanting to stay. The rest are don’t knows.

Yesterday the Telegraph published another new Comres poll.  This showed 55%
of the public thinking Parliament is trying to stop Brexit, and 54% think
Remain MPs and the establishment have damaged the UK’s negotiating position. 
Support for Leave amongst under 35 year olds is up by 7%, with bigger
increases for older people.

MPs seeking to control the agenda in Parliament to hold a series of
indicative votes should consider these findings carefully before voting. More
than half the public think withdrawing our notification to leave would damage
our democracy yet there are those in Parliament who favour this option.
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